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Respecting Range Resources
Almost all of Arizona that is neither built upon nor cultivated is

rangeland, from the deserts of the south to the pine forest floors of
the north. Rangelands produce grasses and other forage that feed both
wildlife and livestock. The amount of forage a given section of range-
land produces depends on the climate, the soil, local plant and animal
populations, and other factors. On many range areas, in Arizona and
elsewhere in the West, less forage is growing now than is possible on a
long -term basis, probably less than was growing a century ago. Achiev-
ing a high and sustainable level of forage production is the aim of most
range improvement work, and thanks to the application of modern
range management techniques, many tracts of Arizona rangeland are
in better condition now than a generation ago.

Good range management also recognizes that the value of range-
land is not just as a food source and habitat for wildlife. Other com-
ponents of range value stem from the land's production of wood and
other plant products; from the water that falls on it; from the oppor-
tunities it provides for recreation, learning and inspiration; from the
minerals it bears; from the archaeological evidence of our predecessors
here; and from the survival of thousands of species of plants, animals
and microbes, any one of which may hold the answer to human prob-
lems still unknown. Some of these .values are easier to pin with a price
tag than others: How much for an easterner's first glimpse of cattle or
elk grazing on the open range under an unpolluted sky? And I'm sure
many other values of rangeland are not even on the list just cited.

By Dr. Bartley P. Cardon
Dean, College of Agriculture

Photograph: Desert grassland range on
the San Carlos Apache Indian Reser-
vation. (Photo by Ted Bundy.)
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If all the rangeland in Arizona were privately owned, the College of
Agriculture of the land -grant University of Arizona would still have
an important duty to help the people who manage the land do the best
job possible. Our responsibility is all the greater because most of Ari-
zona is public land. For more than 50 years, the research, extension and
teaching functions of the college have included programs for improving
the management of rangeland.

In recent years, the public has become increasingly aware of the
multiple values of rangeland, and various interest groups have often dif-
fered in opinion about how to manage public rangeland. The College of
Agriculture has intensified its efforts to offer objective, research -based
information for range management. The Range Research Task Force
started in 1980 has, on request, provided new information to help
with planning by land- management agencies and individual holders of
grazing permits for public land. The task force has set up long -term
monitoring and demonstration projects on several ranches to augment
past and current range information and research.

Faculty members from several departments of the college are in-

volved in range -related projects: Animal Sciences; Agricultural Econom-
ics; Entomology; Veterinary Science; Plant Sciences; Soils, Water and
Engineering; and all of the divisions of the School of Renewable
Natural Resources, including the strong Range Resources Division. In-
terdisciplinary cooperation helps each of these faculty members. The
availability of experts in such a variety of areas helps the members of
the Range Research Task Force, the college's Cooperative Extension
Service agents, and the users and mangers of rangeland. A system for
coordinating the various range -related projects of the college has been
strengthened in the past year. Dr. Curt Cable now oversees that coor-
dination. He is director of state Extension programs in Agriculture,
Natural Resources, and Community and Rural Development.

We hope that this special edition of Progressive Agriculture in Ari-
zona will explain some of the challenges and opportunities facing Ari-
zona in the management of our rangeland and describe some of the
work underway to make the best use of this great resource. Decisions .
about the use and management of public rangeland will affect virtually
everyone in the state, so the more people who are aware of the issues
involved, the better for Arizona.
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A Range of Lands and Uses
More than 87 percent of Arizona's land area is rangeland.
That figure varies depending on how rangeland is defined. Range-

land usually means land on which the native vegetation produces forage
suitable for grazing or browsing animals: cattle, sheep, deer, elk or
other large herbivores. A distinction between improved pastures and
other rangeland is sometimes drawn, but is not clear -cut. Improved
pastures rely on seeding, cultivation, irrigation, fertilization or other
intensive treatment to maintain their level of forage production; the
same or similar techniques may be used on other rangeland, but usually
at less frequent intervals.

Likewise, the line between rangelands and forest lands is in-
distinct because many areas produce both forage vegetation and forest
products. Even the dense spruce -fir forests may produce forage plants
after cutting. However, most people recognize range as consisting pri-
marily of grasslands, shrublands, woodlands, open forests and some
deserts that can produce forage useful for grazing.

One point should be clarified: rangeland is a kind of land and not
the use made of it.

Kind and Extent of Arizona Rangeland
Arizona's rangelands are extremely diverse in vegetation and soil

types owing to the great climatic diversity in Arizona. As might be ex-
pected in a dry environment, the amount of precipitation, which is
roughly related to elevation, is of prime importance. The lower -eleva -
tion areas of the state usually get less than 10 inches of annual rain-
fall and support desert scrub type vegetation. As elevation increases,
with higher precipitation and cooler temperatures, effective moisture
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By Dr. E. Lamar Smith and
Dr. Phil R. Ogden, Range Resources,
and Dr. C. Roger Hungerford, Wildlife
Fisheries and Recreation

Photograph: Range cattle in open
ponderosa pine forest at the Los Burros
Campground on the Apache -Sitgreaves
National Forest. (Photo by Ted Bundy.)



Needle -and- thread grass, a common range
species in northern Arizona.

increases and vegetation changes successively to grassland, woodland
and forest.

Temperature, and the timing of precipitation in relation to
temperature, are other important factors governing range vegetation.
Some range plants grow best after winter rains in the lower altitudes or
in the cool early summer in the higher mountains. These cool -season
plants include bromegrasses, wheatgrasses, needlegrasses, bluegrasses,
many shrubs and the spring wildflowers of the desert. Warm- season
plants grow mainly in response to summer rains, so they reach their
best development in southeastern Arizona where summer rains are
most reliable. These plants include grama grasses, bluestems, some
other grasses, and some shrubs.

Who Owns Arizona Rangeland?
About 18 percent of Arizona land is in private ownership. Thir-

teen percent is owned by the state, 26 percent by the Indian tribes and
the remaining 43 percent by the federal government. For rangeland, the
percentage of private land is even smaller, since much of the private
land is urban or farmland. (See map on page 12.)

Within a given area of rangeland the pattern of land owner-
ship is often very complex; state, federal and private land may all be
intermingled within a ranch and not fenced separately. Obviously, this
pattern of ownership requires coordination among owners and often
leads to disagreements when management priorities differ.

What caused this complex pattern?
Privately owned land derives from three major sources. One

source was Spanish and Mexican land grants to individuals made before
Arizona became part of the United States. These were generally
honored by the U.S. government. A second source was grants to
citizens made under the Homestead Act of 1863 and subsequent addi-
tional laws intended to transfer government land into private owner-
ship. Since each of these grants could not exceed 640 acres, home-
steaders generally selected the most productive lands and those with
water sources on them. The third source was grants to subsidize build-
ing of transcontinental railroads. Alternate sections (a section is one
square mile) were granted in a 20- to 40- mile -wide strip along any rail-
road right of way, resulting in a checkerboard pattern that persists
today in many areas.

In the period of about 1865 to 1890, large areas were set aside as
Indian trust lands or reservations. Arizona has a larger percentage of
such lands than any other state. Mostly between 1905 and 1912, the
National Forests were created and withdrawn from homestead entry.
When Arizona was admitted to the Union in 1912, it was granted four
sections in every township and certain other grants for the support of
educational and other institutions. These are the state trust lands. The
University of Arizona is called the "land grant" university because it
is partially supported by revenues from these lands. Certain other areas
have been set aside by either the federal or the state government for
such uses as military bases, wildlife refuges, state or national parks,
or historical sites.

All of the land which was not transferred to private ownership,
Indians or the states, or not set aside for special uses, was referred to
as the public domain. The federal government intended to transfer
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this land to private ownership, but most of it was not productive
enough to permit making a living on it within the size limitation of the
homestead laws. Legislation passed in the 1960s and '70s finally with-
drew these lands from homesteading and established the government's
intent to retain and manage them. They are now called National Re-
source Lands and are managed by the Bureau of Land Management.

Products and Values from Arizona Rangelands
Beef cattle production is one of Arizona's major industries, and

most of the beef cattle produced are raised on the range. At the start
of 1981, Arizona range cattle and calves numbered 582,000. Ranches
generally are categorized as cow -calf or steer operations. Cow -calf
ranches, the most common type, maintain a herd of breeding cows on
the range. Calves produced during the year are sold in the fall or spring
at six to 15 months of age when they weigh about 400 to 600 pounds.
These animals are either put directly into feedlots to be grown out and
fattened for slaughter, or put on other pastures to gain more size and
then fed out. Steer operations do not maintain a breeding herd but de-
pend on buying of steers raised on other ranches, running them from
six to 12 months and selling them to feedlots 100 to 300 pounds
heavier than when purchased. Steers may be purchased in Arizona but
are often brought in from other southwestern states or Mexico. Because
they keep no permanent herd, steer operations are very flexible in tak-
ing advantage of forage when it is available. That makes them well
adapted to ephemeral ranges in Arizona deserts. Some ranchers operate
basically as cow -calf operations but may buy steers or hold over their
own steers in years of plentiful forage.

Formerly, many sheep and goats were raised on Arizona ranges.
Large bands of sheep were grazed in summer in the mountain grass-
lands and open forests in the White Mountains and elsewhere above the
Mogollon Rim. In the fall they were driven along trails back down to
the desert ranges and irrigated pasture in Maricopa and Pinal Counties
where they spent the winter. In the spring the bands would return to
the mountains. A few sheep operations still follow this pattern, but the
number of sheep raised has declined greatly. Difficulty in obtaining
labor to herd sheep, increased numbers of coyotes and other predators,
and the economics of the wool market have all discouraged sheep oper-
ators. Many Angora goats were once raised for the mohair they pro-
duce, but they are now rare in Arizona. Interest in goat production
seems to be increasing, how ever.

Hunting is another major value derived from rangelands. The
great diversity of range vegetation in Arizona supports an unusually
large number of game species, including mule deer, whitetail deer,
elk, antelope, bighorn sheep, whitewing and mourning doves, Gambel's,
scaled and Mearns quail, wild turkeys, blue grouse, bandtailed pigeon,
black bear, and javelina.

In 1980, 193,700 Arizonans and 9,000 non -residents bought Ari-
zona hunting licenses. The previous year's hunting harvest included
13,847 deer, 5,319 javelina, 1,728 elk, 847,000 cottontail rabbits,
94,000 tree squirrels, 2.9 million doves, 2.9 million quail, and several
other species. The 1,834 trappers licensed for the 1980 -81 season in
Arizona caught 15,000 coyotes, 26,000 gray foxes, 3,000 kit foxes,
8,000 bobcats and several other species.

A San Carlos Apache cowboy brands a calf
during fall roundup. (Photo by Ted Bundy.)
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Pronghorn antelope. (Arizona Game and
Fish Department photo by Dave Daughtry.)

Other recreational value is derived from rangelands by hikers,
picnickers, bird watchers and other nature enthusiasts who enjoy the
wide open spaces and watching or photographing wildlife of all types.
Although fishing may not be properly a range value, the quality of
fish habitat is influenced by the management of adjacent rangelands.

No resource in Arizona is more important than water. Most of the
runoff comes from forested land at higher elevations. Shrubland and
grassland ranges produce relatively little runoff because of low rainfall,
but these areas produce fairly large amounts of sediment because of
sparse ground cover. This is true even under undisturbed conditions,
but the sediment yield may be greatly increased by poor management.
A major objective in range management is to minimize sediment yield"
(i.e. erosion) and maximize the beneficial use of water. This usually
means trying to hold the raindrop where it falls to produce range vege-
tation. An exception is in the chaparral type, where research has shown
that water yield can be increased by conversion from shrubs to grass.

An increasingly important resource from rangeland is energy. Mil-
lions of acres support juniper, pinyon, oak, mesquite, and other trees
or shrubs which furnish firewood for fireplaces and stoves. Some have
suggested the possibility of wholesale harvesting of plant biomass from
ranges as a source of energy, but this process in not yet technically
or economically feasible. Other technological advances might make
range sites attractive for large -scale solar or wind energy installations.

With so many actual or potential uses of rangeland, it is no wonder
that real or presumed conflicts arise among people interested in differ-
ent uses. One area of conflict is in competition for forage between live-
stock and wildlife, especially the large grazing animals: deer, elk, ante-
lope and bighorns. However, given the chance, different animal species
often select different species of plants to eat and may use different
parts of the range. On well- managed ranges, therefore, the extent to
which two species are competitive depends largely on the amount of
overlap in diet or in area used in each season. For example, cattle and
elk select similar plants, so they are fairly competitive for forage, but
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cattle and deer do not compete as much for forage since they have
different diets and since deer use rougher country than cattle. On
ranges that are overpopulated with either livestock or wildlife, or with
wild horses or burros, animals have less chance to select their more
preferred plants or areas so they are forced into greater competition.

Conflict of uses may arise in other ways. Regulations restricting
effective means of controlling coyotes and giving greater protection to
bears, mountain lions and eagles have resulted in increased loss of
young calves and sheep to these predators. Nationwide, economic losses
from predators are estimated at $300 million dollars.

Brush control projects to increase livestock forage or to increase
the quantity or quality of water from the watershed have often been
criticized for alleged destruction of wildlife habitat. Some projects in
the past were carried out with little regard for wildlife, but now most
are designed to produce a mosaic of vegetation types, thereby increas-
ing grass production but leaving strips or islands of brush for wildlife
cover.

Statements that any particular practice is good or bad for wildlife
are often misleading. "Wildlife" includes hundreds of species with such
disparate characteristics as those of lizards, hawks, elk and skunks.
Changes that improve the habitat for some species diminish its value for
others. Thus, there is no such thing as a practice that is desirable
for all wildlife. Protection of predators may hurt prey species; one
mountain lion can kill and eat 50 deer a year. Vegetation changes can
cut both ways, too. Between 1900 and 1950, brushy plants such as
mesquite spread over much of southeastern Arizona that was pre-
viously desert grassland. This change favored mule deer and jackrabbits
at the expense of grassland species such as antelope and cottontail
rabbits. Now, clearing brush from patches of mesquite- invaded desert
grassland can improve the habitat for scaled quail, Gambel's quail and
cottontails while reducing its value for mourning doves, javelina and
jackrabbits.

One practice that is beneficial for livestock management and for
most wildlife is water development. Dirt tanks, wells and windmills, and
spring developments put in by ranchers for cattle and sheep have
provided year -round water for deer, elk and other animals where it was
previously unavailable or unreliable. Similarly, natural wet areas such as
streams, ponds and intermittent washes, and the adjacent vegetation
they support are crucial to the habitat of many species of wildlife. Live-
stock management should be designed to protect critical portions of
these.

Recreational use of ranges can be very compatible with their
use for livestock grazing. Livestock, of course, should be fenced out
of campgrounds and drinking water sources. The sight of cattle or sheep
and cowboys or sheepherders on a well- managed range is an attractive
part of western lore for our mainly urban population. By the same
token, well- behaved recreationists interfere very little with livestock
operations. Unfortunately, the thoughtless or malicious acts of a few,
such as leaving gates open, shooting holes in water tanks, using corrals
for firewood, and killing or theft of stock often create a bad name for
hunters and other recreationists just as flagrant overgrazing and abuse
of the range on the part of a few ranchers often bring condemnation of
livestock grazing in general.

PA, Vol. 32, No. 4

Off -road vehicle use is an increasingly pop-
ular form of outdoor recreation. (Bureau of
Land Management photo.)
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Sheep herd along a desert wash in western
Gila County. (Photo by Ted Bundy.)
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Management Policies on Federal and State Lands
Very few ranches in Arizona operate wholly on private land.

Typically from 10 percent to 30 percent of the ranch is private land
and that fraction is often in scattered small parcels derived from home-
steads. The rest may be national forest, BLM or state trust lands, or
some combination of these.

Federal rangelands administered by either the Forest Service or
BLM are divided into grazing allotments. Each allotment is tied to a
particular ranch operation, though occasionally allotments are shared
by more than one ranch. The allotment is an integral part of the ranch.
Its grazing rights are normally transferred to the new owner when the
ranch is sold. Which ranches would receive grazing allotments was de-
cided when federal control over range use was established. The alloca-
tions were based on historically established use prior to federal control
and on other factors such as private ownership of land or water sources
that formed an interdependent system with the federal land.

The number of livestock permitted and the time of grazing
permitted are determined by the agencies, based on range surveys and
monitoring of range condition and consideration of other values and
uses. Both federal agencies operate under a philosophy of multiple use
and sustained yield. Range conservationists in the agencies work with
permittees to develop an allotment management plan that describes
how livestock will be managed on the range, including needed range
improvements and consideration of other values such as wildlife.

Permittees are charged a grazing fee for use of the range. The
current fee is about $2.30 per animal -unit -month. An animal -unit-
month is the amount of forage consumed by a mature cow in one
month. Therefore, if a cow grazes on the federal range for a year the
grazing fee would be about $28. Grazing fees fluctuate according to
a formula that ties them to the price of livestock and costs of produc-
tion. Since the federal government pays no property taxes, 25 percent
of the grazing fee is returned to the local county in lieu of taxes. An-
other share is set aside for range improvements.

In addition to the grazing fee, the permittee (rancher) usually is
responsible for maintenance of fences, windmills, springs or other im-
provements on the allotment. The permittee may also share in the cost
of developing new water sources, brush control, reseeding or other
improvements. Details vary but a typical arrangement is for the govern-
ment to buy materials, such as wire and posts, and for the rancher to
contribute labor for construction and maintenance. Title to improve-
ments remains with the government.

State trust lands are managed by the Arizona State Land Depart-
ment. The philosophy of management which has been followed is to
maximize income to the trust fund for support of schools and other
institutions. Thus these lands are not considered to be public lands as
are federal lands. Grazing is permitted on the basis of renewable 10 -year
leases. The State Land Department classifies grazing land according to
its estimated grazing capacity and the lessee is charged on an animal -
unit -month basis for the number of animals the land can carry whether
he actually grazes the animals or not. To reduce costs of administration,
most management has been left up the the lease holder, whose private
land is often intermingled with that owned by the state. Current
grazing fees on state land are about $1.10 per animal -unit- month.
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With permission from the State Land Department a lessee may
make improvements, such as fencing, well drilling, brush control or
seeding, on state land. The state does not pay for any part of these
improvements and any additional carrying capacity resulting is charged
at the full rate. The increased value of the ranch is also taxed, so that
the lessee who wishes to improve the land must not only pay for the
improvement but will also have to pay higher grazing fees and taxes
as a result. If the lessee loses the state lease, he is compensated for the
depreciated value of improvements he has made on state land.

Range improvements must show a favorable benefit -cost ratio
in order for federal funds to be spent for these improvements on fed-
eral rangelands. On private and state rangelands, conservation practices
are encouraged by cost sharing under the federal Agricultural Conser-
vation Program. These limited funds are administered by the Agricul-
tural Stabilization and Conservation Service. The Soil Conservation
Service provides the technical assistance and design for such projects.

Condition of Arizona Ranges
According to a 1980 report to Congress by the U.S. Forest

Service, about seven million acres of Arizona rangeland is in good or
excellent condition, 16 million in fair, 26 million in poor, and 10 mil-
lion in very poor condition. These figures were compiled from data of
a number of agencies which use different methods of interpreting
range condition. Range condition is perhaps most simply defined as
"the state of range health," i.e. an evaluation of whether a given range
area is as productive as it could be and whether that productivity is
being maintained. Inherent in this concept is that range condition must
be interpreted in terms of potential of the site. The potential is de-
termined mainly by soil type and rainfall. In other words, a mountain
grassland site with deep soil and plentiful precipitation may produce
more forage in poor condition than a desert shrub site would produce
in excellent condition.

Condition is usually rated with respect to the similarity of the
present vegetation to the original or undisturbed vegetation for
a particular area. However, since the composition of the pre- settle-
ment vegetation is not well known, and since differences in soil or pre-
cipitation often are not adequately considered, range condition rat-
ings may reflect site potential more than status relative to potential.
Another caution for interpreting reports of range condition is that stan-
dards do not relate very well to productivity for different uses. Thus,
some ranges on which perennial grasses have declined and shrubs in-
creased over the years are said to be in poor condition because there is
less forage available for cattle. There may actually be a higher carrying
capacity for deer than under the earlier conditions, because deer and
cattle differ in diet and habitat requirements.

Despite these qualifiers, however, there is no question that pro-
found changes have occurred in range plant communities and soils since
the 1880s and that livestock carrying capacities are lower than they
once were. Early accounts tell of plentiful grass where now mainly
brush and annuals survive. Rivers that once supported beavers and fish
along their marshy reaches are now typified by steep -sided arroyos
which carry water only after a rain. What caused these changes and
what can be done about it?

PA, Vol. 32, No. 4

Windmill in chaparral country south of
Globe pumps water for range cattle. (Photo
by Ted Bundy.)
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Many of these changes began in the period of about 1880 -1910
when big herds of cattle were brought to Arizona from Texas and Cal-
ifornia. Cattlemen found good stands of grass and quickly stocked the
ranges heavily. Used to more productive ranges in their home country,
they overestimated the carrying capacity and failed to reckon with the
variable nature of Arizona's climate. At any rate, all the range was
free and open to anyone who could use it, bringing the inevitable
result of common grazing land: lack of incentive to do anything but use
all the forage before the next person's cattle get it. After cattlemen
had established some degree of customary rights to particular ranges,
migratory sheep outfits arrived that moved through the area indiscrim-
inately and gave rise to range wars and the undeserved stigma sheep
bear to this day. Severe droughts in the 1890s and early 1900s resulted
in the death of thousands of cattle by starvation. Despite these warn-
ings and the reports written by scientists at the University of Arizona
and the Department of Agriculture, favorable rainfall from 1905 to
1925 and good markets during and after World War I led to continued
heavy stocking. Some areas that were stocked with 30 to 40 head of
cattle per square mile today will barely carry 10. The Depression and
the establishment of government control over grazing in the national
forests from 1908 to 1920 and on the public domain from 1934 to
1945 resulted in reduction of numbers and the beginning of better
range management.

Although heavy year -round stocking by livestock resulted in re-
duction or elimination of desirable grasses and their replacement by
annuals or inferior grasses in some areas, it is not clear that the perva-
sive increase in brush and extensive arroyo cutting were due entirely
to overgrazing. Livestock were first introduced into southern Arizona
by the Spaniards in the 16th century and ranching occurred through-
out the latter 17th, 18th and early 19th centuries, except for periods
when Indians drove them out. While livestock numbers were not large
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compared to the early 20th century, there undoubtedly was locally
heavy grazing along water courses, apparently without causing either
brush increase or arroyo cutting. These phenomena began in Mexico
about the same time as in Arizona even though the history of heavy
livestock use went back much further and more continuously in
Sonora. Evidence of previous cycles of arroyo cutting in pre -Columbian
times indicates that it could occur in the absence of grazing. Evidence
of uphill migration of vegetation types has led some researchers to con-
clude that climatic changes were mainly responsible for the spread of
mesquite into grassland and the death of live oaks on the lower fringes
of their habitat. Others think that periodic fires caused by lightning or
set by Indians in hunting could have kept the grasslands relatively free
of brush. Control of fires plus removal of fuel by grazing has greatly re-
duced the occurrence of grass fires. Once brush gets established, it uses
much of the soil moisture that previously had supported grasses.

Whatever the real reasons for the changes, we do know that
ranges are less productive of good forage grasses than they once were.
Most of this deterioration took place 50 to 100 years ago and is not the
result of current management practices. Because of improved manage-
ment most of the ranges are in better condition than they were 30 to
50 years ago. However, on many currently well- managed ranges the
mesquite, junipers and other shrubs continue to increase and choke out
the grass. There is no evidence that good grazing management or even
complete removal of livestock would reverse this trend or greatly im-
prove those ranges already thick with brush. Restoring a good mixture
of diverse plant species to provide forage for livestock and wildlife and
protect the watersheds will require investment in brush control and re-
vegetation with desirable grasses or browse plants followed by more in-
tensive range management. The high cost of energy, and environmental
restrictions on use of some lower cost, effective methods, have brought
range improvement efforts to a virtual standstill over the past few years.
There are, however, encouraging signs that the land management agen-
cies are beginning to take a more positive approach toward improving
the productivity of Arizona's rangelands.

Photographs of the same spot on the Santa
Rita Experimental Range south of Tucson
in 1903 (facing page) and 1942 (this
page) show the increase in mesquite and
cactus growth. In 1903, grass was plentiful
enough to be cut for hay. (Note the hay-
stacks.) Forty years later, grasses were losing
to mesquite in the competition for water.
(USDA photos: 1903 by David Griffiths,
1942 by Matt Culley.)
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Values of Range Uses
Most rangeland is managed for multiple use. The same range area

may produce cattle, wildlife, timber, recreation opportunities and water
for local and downstream use. Each of these products has economic
value of its own, and the production of each can also stimulate eco-
nomic activity in the surrounding community.

If we understood all of the physical and biological trade -offs
among products as the range is managed for more or less of each pro-
duct, and if we knew the value of each unit of product, we could select
an optimum mix of products for each area of the range. We never will
have full knowledge of either the trade -offs or the value relationships,
but research is expanding that knowledge.

Estimates of value for many Arizona range products are discussed
below. These estimates cannot be precise, but they can indicate the
relative importance of a product. They can also show how the values of
a particular product are split among different groups of people. To con-
sumers, for example, the value of beef production on Arizona ranges
and the value of hunting and recreation on range and forest lands in the
state are each estimated to have been $178 million in 1970. Both uses
have additional economic benefits to people in surrounding commun-
ities, and livestock production, of course, has a high per -capita value to
ranchers themselves.

By Dr. William E. Martin
Agricultural Economics

Photographs: Range calf in eastern Pinal
County, logger in Apache -Sitgreaves
National Forest, hunters on oak woodland
type range in southern Arizona. (Photos by
Guy Webster, Ted Bundy and Arizona
Game and Fish Department.)
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(Photo by Ted Bundy.)

Livestock Value to Consumers
Calves from Arizona ranges provide about half of one percent of

total U.S. retail beef. If this quantity of beef were not available, the
estimated annual loss to all U.S. consumers, from less beef and higher
beef prices, would be about $400 million in current prices. That comes
to about $2 per consumer per year.

So, beef from Arizona ranges is not an important economic issue
to individual consumers. But U.S. range management policies, including
the recent trend toward reduced grazing allotments, apply all over the
West, not just in Arizona. A reduction of 15 to 18 percent in Western
range calves could mean a loss to U.S. consumers of $10 each per year,
That means the public could afford to pay as much as $10 per person
annually as an investment in range carrying capacity in order to avoid
increases in beef prices caused by allotment cutbacks. Further, to con-
sumers as a whole, the annual average value created by an additional
animal unit year of forage used for beef production is about $860.

Livestock Value to Producers
Range values to cattlemen depend on one's point of view. Some-

one considering an investment in a whole ranch, rather than simply ad-
ding on to an already operating ranch, should be willing to pay a pur-
chase price equal to the net returns expected from the forage, after
all other operating and ownership costs have been accounted for. Thus,
the ranch value would hinge on the expected long -run average forage
value. Forage value can be assessed in terms of animal units (AU) of
carrying capacity. On an aready existing ranch, with operating and
ownership costs already accounted for, the value of an additional
AU of carrying capacity is higher than the long -run average value per
AU.

First, consider whole -ranch values. Ranch budgets calculated in
the UA Department of Agricultural Economics indicate that the present
value of long -run investments in forage is usually negative on small
ranches. That is, most small ranches cannot make a profit producing
livestock. Yet, ranch sales prices are positive. This suggests that the
larger, more profitable ranches create the pressures that rule the mar-
ket. Therefore, we use the annual long -run average forage values on a
700 - animal -unit ranch to compute reasonable ranch sale prices. Assume
80- cent -per -pound yearling steers and eight AU per section (a high price
and a high carrying capacity). Based on ranch budget estimates, the
annual long -run permit value, equal to the forage value, would be $60
per AU. Subtracting the annual Forest Service land use fee of $18.96
from this estimate and capitalizing the remainder at 10 percent, one
obtains a sale price of the right to a Forest Service permit of $410 per
animal unit. Few ranches sell for so little. Ranchers and ranch buyers
seem willing to accept a lower rate of return than 10 percent of their
investment. If prices rise higher or if available AUs are higher, the
annual long -run average value per AU also rises.

From the point of view of an already operating rancher (700 AU
ranch; 80 cent yearling steers; eight AUs per section), an additional
unit of carrying capacity would be worth about $800 as a one -time
payment, given he would have yearly grazing fees of $18.96 per AU.
Actual yearling prices have fluctuated in the last two years between 60
and 80 cents, so the current value to producers of an additional unit of
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carrying capacity could be pegged between $400 and $800. This il-
lustrates the critical relationship of cattle prices to forage value.

As a base for comparison, total annual producer value for Arizona
cattlemen is around $15 million, much less than the $400 million total
value of Arizona calves to U.S. consumers.

Livestock and Adjacent Communities
We have seen that consumers would not feel large economic

effects from reduced range production; what about rural communities?
A portion of livestock producers' money is spent or invested in their
local communities, helping to create income and jobs for other resi-
dents. This effect by any segment of the economy on the economy as
a whole is called the multiplier effect. Sales multiplier figures can be es-
timated that show how large an effect sales in one industry have on the
general economy. The bigger the multiplier, the bigger the effect.

Agricultural economists at the University of Nevada published es-
timates in 1980 of the "Economic Impact of BLM Grazing Allotment
Reductions in Humbolt County, Nevada." They estimated a sales mul-
tiplier of 1.6 for the livestock industry in that very rural county. By
that figure, a proposed 50 percent reduction in livestock sales is esti-
mated to result in a 3.3 percent loss in total sales in that county. How-
ever, other work suggests that a multiplier of 1.6 is somewhat high.

This estimate of impact on the rural community is an upper limit
estimate since it does not allow for offsetting impacts from any new
range improvement investment. Using it, though, implies a loss in per-
sonal income of around $105 per person in the local community caused
by a 50 percent reduction in livestock sales. Thus, in the local commun-
ity, the value of livestock production on the surrounding range could
be substantial. For each animal unit lost in a 50 percent reduction of
permits, the community would lose about $21 in indirectly generated
personal income.

Values of Recreation of Wildlife
Much effort has been spent in the West since 1970 in estimating

the value of outdoor recreation. Since recreation is usually not sold
for an explicit price, special techniques have been developed to obtain
an equivalent market price. The most commonly used technique is
the travel cost method. Estimates of value are derived from
observations of recreation related expenditures.

While the effort to estimate the values of recreational experiences
has succeeded, there remains the question of how to relate the value
of a trip or of a recreational day to the value of the wildlife itself
or to the productivity of the range resource. Also, we lack good data on
the trade -offs between domestic animals and wildlife. Complementary
relationships exist between cattle and wildlife in some situations, but in
cases where the range may be overgrazed we would expect cattle and
wildlife to be competitive.

Still, if one assumes that poorer ranges produce less wildlife, that
more wildlife is preferred to less wildlife by recreationists, and that
overgrazing by domestic animals is one cause of poorer ranges, it is
possible to develop some rough estimates of outdoor recreationists'
economic interest in range policy.
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Bobcat. Trappers caught about 8,000
of them in Arizona last year. (Arizona

Game and Fish Department photo
by Pat O'Brien.)

UA agricultural economists William Martin, Craig Tinney and Rus-
sell Gum estimated in 1978 that all hunting activities on Arizona for-
est and rangelands generated $34.4 million of value to consumers in
1970. This estimate compared to $178.3 million of value to consumers
generated by beef production on the same lands the same year. If all
access to hunters were eliminated, $34.4 million of value would be lost.
But since the loss would occur only to Arizona hunters, rather than to
the total U.S. population as would be the case for a decrease in beef,
the estimated per capita loss to hunters was $195 per year. In a UA
doctoral dissertation last year, Merton Richards estimated losses of sim-
ilar magnitudes for nonconsumptive users of wildlife, such as watchers
and photographers.

The hunting population in Arizona is large: a tenth of the total
population and representing 22 percent of all households. If an invest-
ment to avoid range deterioration were needed to maintain the quality
of their hunting experience, hunters might be willing to pay as much as
half of their hunting value, or $100 each on the average. Other recrea-
tionists might contribute a comparable share of their recreational value.
The resulting investment in range improvement would be enormous. On
the other hand, most hunters and other recreationists view range im-
provement as the rancher's or the government's responsibility.

Hunting is only one recreational use of Arizona's forest and range
areas. In 1970, it was estimated that "general outdoor recreation" in
the forest and range areas (excluding hunting and fishing) was valued
at $144 million by participants. Adding the $34 million value for hun-
ters gives a total of $178 million -by coincidence the same value to
consumers as beef produced on these ranges that year. (The difference
between that $178 million and the $400 million estimated as the 1981
value to consumers of Arizona range beef production is due primarily
to inflation. Recreational values have likely increased at an equal or
greater rate.)
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Timber Values
There is a formal market for timber, but the sale price has not

always necessarily expressed its value from society's point of view. Un-
til this year, buyers' bids for many Forest Service commercial timber
sales were made under non -competitive conditions by sawmills with
designated operator status. Under these conditions, the actual price
paid for stumpage would be expected to be below its true resource
value. In 1972 Forest Service economist Paul O'Connell put a $50 to
$80 range per thousand board feet on the actual resource value. The
lower value was about the price actually paid while the higher price
was what O'Connell estimated the firms could have paid. The annual
timber cut in Arizona is about 435 million board feet, thus the total
value of the timber harvest to the sawmills was between $22 and $35
million. As of 1981, the practice of offering most timber only to des-
ignated operators was cancelled. Bidding has been quite competitive
and the sale prices should more closely reflect the timber's value to
the public. Stumpage currently is being bid at $150 to $200 per
thousand board feet -sometimes slightly higher. If the average price is
about $180 per thousand board feet, a total annual sawmill value of
around $78 million is implied.

As with cattle, there is also a value to the consumer of lumber,
probably a good deal larger than the total value to the sawmills, but this
value has not been estimated.

Value of Increased Water Runoff
Although more than 80 million acre -feet of water falls on Arizona

annually as rain or snow, only about two million acre -feet are captured
for down -stream use. This quantity could be increased through range-
land manipulation, but to achieve significant increases, trade -offs would
have to be made with other rangeland products. In some situations, in-
creased runoff is associated with increased soil erosion. The relevant
question becomes, what is the value of a relatively small increase in sur-
face water for down -stream use? We know that the basic two million
acre -feet is crucial to the Arizona economy, but what would be the
value of a small additional amount?

In Arizona, 88 percent of all water use is for irrigating agricultural
crops. All other water users consume only 12 percent of total water
use. Further, of the 88 percent used in agriculture, about half is used on
crops that give a relatively low net income per acre: grains and forages.
Thus, there is a hierarchy of water users, from those who can pay a very
high price because water is very valuable to them, down to those who
can afford to pay relatively little for water to irrigate low- valued crops.

Any additional water made available for use must be valued at its
worth in producing the lower valued crops, since these crops would not
be being grown if the water used on them was needed for higher valued
uses. The most recent estimate of the value of additional water in Ari-
zona is about $20 per acre -foot. That is the amount that an additional
acre -foot of water would increase Arizonans' personal income.

Other Multiplier Effects
Just as range livestock production creates multiplier effects on the

adjacent communities, so does production of other goods and services.
In 1976, UA agricultural economists James Baskett and Harry Ayer es-
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Logging of ponderosa pine on the Lakeside
District of the Apache -Sitgreaves National
Forest. (Photo by Ted Bundy.)
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Range cow chews on Lehmann lovegrass,
a drought -tolerant species of grass brought

here from Africa and now widespread in
southern Arizona. See page 21 . (Photo by

Ted Bundy.)

timated the economic impacts of U.S. Forest Service policies on local
communities in and near the Salt -Verde Basin of central Arizona. This
area stretches from between Prescott and Flagstaff on the northwest to
between Globe and Springerville on the southeast. They compared the
effects on employment of a one percent change in gross sales of the
beef cattle, lumber, and tourist industries. Also, they divided the
employment effects between professional, skilled, semi -skilled, and un-
skilled workers.

Their estimates show the percentage change in area employment
brought about by a one percent change in gross sales. For every level of
skill, lumbering has a higher multiplier than cattle production and tour-
ism has a higher multiplier than lumbering. A change in beef sales has
its largest effect on semi- skilled labor while a change in either lumbering
or tourism has its greatest effect on unskilled labor.

Summary
Value, like beauty, is in the eye of the beholder -even when that

value is expressed in the marketplace. Arizona's ranges produce a mul-
titude of products and each of those products has different values to
different groups of people. Those groups may be classified generally as
the producers of the product, consumers of the product, and people in
the surrounding communities who are affected by production of the
product.

Major products produced on Arizona's ranges include livestock,
timber, recreation and water. The current value of livestock production
is estimated at about $400 million to U.S. consumers and $15 million
to Arizona producers. Residents of adjacent communities have an in-
terest in livestock production of more than $100 per person per year.

Hunters and other outdoor recreationists are estimated to have an
interest in Arizona forest and rangelands equal to that of consumers of
livestock. The multiplier for tourism is even higher than for livestock
production, indicating higher benefits to local communities.

Timber production currently is valued at about $78 million per
year for producers, plus a higher, but unestimated value to the con-
sumer. The multiplier effect of timber production is between livestock
production's and tourism's.

An additional acre -foot of water currently is worth about $20 to
the people of the state through its contribution to producing additional
personal income.
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Research: A Key to Wise Use
Bankrupt ranchers and piles of cattle bones on Arizona ranges at

the close of the 19th century emphasized the need for research to find
ways of managing the range better.

Pioneer scientists David Griffiths of the United States Department
of Agriculture and J. J. Thornber of the University of Arizona tried to
seed range plots with new grass in 1901 and 1903. The seedings failed,
but these workers identified the major problem as "too many cattle"
because of overestimated carrying capacity and the open range policy
on government land.

The area around the 1903 seeding test, about 25 miles south of
Tucson, was established in 1910 as the USDA Santa Rita Experimental
Range. The untreated exclosures, photographic points and rainfall
gauges set up there and at a few other locations have provided essential
background information for research ever since.

UA and USDA range research in Arizona has refined ways of es-
timating the stocking capacity of rangeland and has found methods for
managing vegetation and livestock to maintain and improve productiv-
ity. Studies of animal nutrition, breeding and health have contributed

By Dr. S. Clark Martin
Range Resources

Photograph: The land imprinter developed
by Dr. Robert Dixon prepares soil for
seeding. It makes sealed soil more porous
and leaves small depressions that collect
rainwater. (USDA Photo.)
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Rancher Ralph Wilson (in both photos)
treated part of his ranch near Oracle with

a homemade land imprinter and seeded
it with Lehmann lovegrass. The growth

in the next seven months is shown on the
right. Previously, that area had looked
like the adjacent untreated area on the

left. (Photos by Robert Dixon.)

to better ranching, too. Some research about wildlife, hydrology, soils,
economics and other fields has also related directly to range manage-
ment.

Estimation of how much of the forage growth has been eaten is
important in figuring how many animals should be using a given range
area and how soon they should be moved off to another area. Early
recommendations to leave 10 percent of the forage growth for emer-
gencies were gradually revised into the rule of thumb, "take half and
leave half," as understanding of the land's capacity improved. Research-
ers have developed several techniques for estimating the usage of range
plants. Two popular ones are Mack E. Roach's ungrazed plant count
method and Ervin M. Schmutz's series of photo guides of key grass
species at different percentages of use. More grass and shrub species will
be added to this series soon.

Forage utilization can change week -to -week or faster if cattle are
on a site. Range condition is a longer -term quality estimated by the
types and amounts of plants growing on the site. UA range specialists
are studying and comparing various methods used to assess range con-
dition. Criteria for estimating range potential are being analyzed by
both range and soils scientists. Knowing the potential of a site, which
may be much higher than its present condition, is necessary for setting
management goals.

Brush control has been an important ingredient in range manage-
ment. Early researchers noticed increases in mesquite at the Santa
Rita Experimental Range long before its detrimental effects were
known. In fact, mesquite was considered a life -saver in that time be-
cause it provided forage for cattle in May and June after all the grass
from the previous summer was gone from overstocked ranges. However,
Kenneth W. Parker and S. Clark Martin found that grass production in-
creases dramatically where mesquite has been removed from former
grassland. William G. McGinnies and Joseph F. Arnold found that mes-
quite requires about three times as much water to produce a pound of
dry matter as do grasses.

Striking increases in burroweed in the early 1930s prompted
Robert R. Humphrey and others to study this poisonous shrub. Juni-
per, shrub liveoak and snakeweed caused concern in central and north-
ern Arizona. Meanwhile, photographic records at the Santa Rita range
showed that stands of burroweed wax and wane with cool- season rain-
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fall patterns, that cholla cactus follows 20- to 40 -year cycles, and that
mesquite apparently moves in to stay. George Glendening and Harold
A. Paulsen, Jr., found, however, that vigorous stands of perennial
grasses greatly reduce the establishment of mesquite seedlings. Cur-
rently, USDA researchers are studying differences in grass cover, soil
erosion and runoff in mesquite -free and mesquite- infested small water-
sheds at the Santa Rita range.

Many methods for controlling range shrubs have been tested. Con-
trolled burning has many advocates, but good burning prescriptions are
still being worked out for specific locations and conditions. Sodium
arsenite and diesel oil on mesquite, and phenoxy herbicides on many
species have been used effectively. These methods are not used widely
now, however, because they are considered too expensive or too haz-
ardous. Mechanical methods such as bulldozing have been used, but are
also expensive. Currently, Howard Morton and colleagues are testing
herbicides for brush control. One, tebuthiuron, shows promise for
selective control of several species including junipers and has recently
been cleared for use in Arizona.

Researchers have found ways to seed rangeland with grass as a
shortcut to increased forage production. Several grass species intro-
duced from other countries have become popular, including crested
wheatgrass for northern Arizona ranges, Boer and Lehmann lovegrass
for the south, and weeping lovegrass for the chaparral and juniper
country in between. Neal Wright has developed improved strains of
native grama grasses for seeding.

Seedbed preparation can improve the growth of planted grass.
Gary W. Frasier is testing ways of increasing the seeds' water supply
by waterproofing strips of soil that slope toward the intervening seeded
strips. Robert M. Dixon has developed a land imprinter. Pulled across
the land, this ridged drum produces a textured seedbed that concen-
trates water in small depressions.

The UA College of Agriculture this year published an updated
manual, Range Seeding and Brush Management on Arizona Range-
lands, by Gilbert L. Jordan. The booklet describes improvement tech-
niques for 28 different ecological areas of the state, since the success
of these methods hinges on many factors that vary from place to place.

Range management must deal with animal behavior as well as with
growing plants. The cow, not the rancher, decides which individual
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plant will be eaten. It bothers a cow not one whit to regraze a plant
that has already been cropped several times and ignore a robust,
ungrazed plant six inches away. But the rancher gets some control over
where the cow eats by planning a grazing system and by placement of
fences, water sources, salt and feed supplements.

Yearlong grazing is traditional and is easy where stocking is not
excessive. Its main deficiency is uneven grazing: The animals' favorite
plants and areas tend to get overgrazed while other forage goes unused.
Rotation systems dividing a ranch into different portions for sequen-
tial use must be well -planned for local conditions, though. Of 16
grazing and rest schedules tested on the Santa Rita range for one study,
only two worked better than yearlong grazing. Other schedules are now
being evaluated there and elsewhere in the state.

A grazing plan developed and promoted by Allan Savory of Rho-
desia has drawn the attention of many Arizona ranchers this year. It is
based on short -term, intensive use of several small pastures arranged
around a central water source. UA range specialists plan to monitor
results on several ranches trying this system.

Cattle's choosiness in grazing apparently helps them nutritionally.
Using implanted fistulas that provided direct access to rumen contents,
C. Brent Theurer and colleagues found that the protein content of
range steers' diets was 25 to 100 percent higher than the overall protein
content of the feed available on the range. Knowing the composition
of cattle diets helps indicate whether supplemental feeding should be
provided. Currently, diets of range cattle from several parts of the state
are being studied by analysis of manure samples.

Interest in the nutritive quality of forage led to studies of plant
nutrients in range soils. Fertilizing with nitrogen has generally pro-
duced a high forage - growth response. Cattle usually graze fertilized
plots more closely and uniformly than unfertilized range. James O.
Klemmedson is studying nutrient cycling and nitrogen fixation in for-
ested and open range areas. Henry A. Schreiber is testing additions
of major and minor nutrients to Santa Rita range soils.

Animal health is important to productive ranching. Loco, lupine
and other poisonous spring weeds caused high losses for pioneer
ranchers because these plants were often green when there was nothing
else to eat in the spring after a dry summer. Their damage on perennial
grass ranges has been cut by stocking to insure that some summer
grass lasts through the year. Building on early work by William Pistor,
a comprehensive book, Livestock - Poisoning Plants of Arizona, was
published by the UA Press in 1968. This book by Ervin M. Schmutz,
Barry N. Freeman and Raymond E. Reed describes appearance, effects
and treatment of nearly 300 poisonous or suspected plants. Research
is continuing on plants that are good forage most of the time but de-
velop lethal levels of nitrate, prussic acid or other poisons under certain
conditions.

Virtual eradication of the screwworm from Arizona has ended
livestock losses of several million dollars a year caused by this pest in
the recent past. The long- running cooperative battle against screw -
worms finally found a winning weapon in the releases of large numbers
of sterile male adult flies to hinder reproduction.

One current emphasis of UA veterinary science research is on re-
productive problems of livestock.
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Animal quality, in addition to health, has been improved. For the
past 25 years, many UA animal scientists have worked on a coopera-
tive herd -improvement project with the San Carlos Apache Indian
Tribe. All of the inbred, registered Hereford lines developed by USDA
experiment stations in the western states have been evaluated for herd -

improvement potential. The calves produced by bulls from these lines
and cows from the San Carlos herd were measured for yearling weight
and many other traits. One line, Line One from the U.S. Range Live-
stock Experiment Station in Miles City, Montana, has become the most
sought -after breeding line for Hereford range herds in the country,
based partly on the results from San Carlos. Research there has also
focused on variables that affect fertility and calving rates. The work has
shown the value of seasonal, rather than year- round, breeding. Also,
early separation of calves from nursing cows, even for just a day or two,
helps cows conceive their next calf sooner.

Herefords are still the most popular range breed in Arizona, but
many ranchers are trying other breeds and crossbreeds. UA animal
scientists are planning projects to compare breeds.

In the study of wildlife in Arizona, UA researchers work closely
with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the Arizona Fish and Game
Department. This teamwork is formalized in the Arizona Cooperative
Wildlife Research Unit headquartered on campus. Understanding the
resource needs of wildlife is much more complicated than just estima-
ting the forage and browse consumption of key game species, though
even that can be a challenge. Three hundred and fifty species of mam-
mals and 470 of birds live all or part of the year in Arizona. That is
more than in any other non -seacoast state.

Variety is an important habitat factor for many wildlife species.
For example, Hudson Reynolds found that deer used the areas at the
edge of a ponderosa pine forest, around either natural or cleared open-
ings, more than they used either the open areas or forest areas without
openings. This research, and several other important wildlife projects,
was at the Beaver Creek experimental watershed near Sedona. Similar
evidence for this "edge effect" was found by UA biologists David
Germano and Roger Hungerford at the Santa Rita range. They found
increased evidence of some species in areas of mixed mesquite cover
and clearings, compared to areas of unbroken mesquite cover or areas
cleared of all mesquite.

Many wildlife research projects examine the effects that a par-
ticular habitat change has on several species. Others focus on the biol-
ogy of a single species. Lyle K. Sowls has made extensive studies of
javelina, and Norman S. Smith of deer, for example.

Agricultural economists have analyzed many of the uses of range-
land. They have developed model ranch budgets to help cattlemen
figure when certain moves become beneficial. William E. Martin and
others have developed ways to gauge the value of intangibles such as
recreation. Thomas M. Stubblefield has recently evaluated the econom-
ic impact of the cattle industry, and changes in it, on Gila County.

In these ways and more, researchers are finding ways to help
Arizonans use range resources well.
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Whitetail deer on browse -type rangeland.
Research shows deer favor mixed areas over
those either all open or all wooded.
(Arizona Game and Fish Department photo
by Pat O'Brien.)
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Students Become Professionals
By Dr. Ervin M. Schmutz

Range Resources

Photograph: Dr. Philip Knorr (left) leads a
photogrammetry class. Range student
Maryam Niamir (center) and forestry

student Gerris Willis are learning to make
maps from aerial photographs. (Photos

by Guy Webster.)

Range management as a professional program is a relatively new
field. It began at the University of Arizona and other schools about 50
years ago, usually as a branch of botany, forestry or animal science. The
profession became formally established with the founding in 1948 of
the Society for Range Management. The society reviewed and accredit-
ed the UA program this year.

The current Range Resources Division at the University of Arizona
stresses a combination of classwork in biological and physical sciences,
economics and other courses, plus field work experience on Arizona
rangeland. The undergraduate and graduate students in the program
come from all kinds of backgrounds- cities, towns, foreign countries,
farms and ranches.

Range management started out at the University of Arizona in
about 1926 with courses in range ecology in the Department of Botany
in the College of Liberal Arts. About four years later, a Department of
Botany and Range Ecology was established under the direction of Dr.
William G. McGinnies and Dr. Homer L. Shantz. Enrollment in the
range program increased when the program was transferred to the
College of Agriculture in 1955. After the range program was incorpor-
ated into the college's new School of Renewable Natural Resources in
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1974, undergraduate enrollment virtually doubled to 60 to 70 students
and graduate enrollment now varies from 10 to 25 students.

In all, the university has awarded more than 181 bachelor's, 82
master's and 31 doctoral degrees in range ecology and range manage-
ment.

The range curriculum includes basic courses in English, speech,
mathematics, chemistry, physics, botany, zoology, economics, soils
ecology and plant taxonomy. Supporting courses include physical
geology, plant physiology, natural resource measurements, natural
resource recreation, natural resource economics, technical writing,
photo interpretation, beef cattle production, animal nutrition, wildlife
management, soil morphology and classification, and range engineering
and hydrology.

Many higher -level courses offer extensive field work to supple-
ment classroom instruction and theory, especially the range 'field
studies course. This two -week course is taught around the state each
summer. Students observe vegetation types and grazing regions, range
improvements and treatments, ranch operations and problems, mul-
tiple -use integration and management. They also study agency organiz-
tion, philosophy, and operations. The participants gain experience
in outdoor camping and cooking, and in human relations and cooper-
ation. Extensive on- the -ground experience is given in the range improve-
ments, range ecology, range evaluation, and range planning and eco-
nomics courses. In the latter two courses a ranch or part of a ranch is
surveyed and evaluated, and a complete ranch plan developed.

The wide diversity among range students' backgrounds makes prac-
tical experience important. Most range students gain valuable work
experience with agencies or ranchers on temporary jobs or in cooper-
ative education programs, student trainee programs or internships.
These programs are available year- round.

Many students are influenced to enter range management because of
farm or outdoor experience. A few become interested because of
cowboy stories and movies, some because of 4 -H, Future Farmers of
America, or youth- workshop experiences, and many because of a love
for the outdoors. Most are also motivated by a concern for the land and
desire to help preserve and protect a valuable resource -our rangelands.

Most graduates go into range conservation positions with various
state and federal agencies. However, many work on ranches, in banks,
or with chemical, landscaping or fertilizer companies. Others go on
foreign assignments and into consulting work, and many go on to earn
higher degrees and work in teaching and research.

Several other programs of study at the UA College of Agriculture
prepare students for careers that can be related to a specific use of
range resources. The School of Renewable Natural Resources offers
degree programs in wildlife ecology, watershed management, natural
resource recreation, landscape architecture and fisheries science. Col-
lege departments with programs leading to other related careers include
animal sciences, veterinary science and plant sciences.

In February 1981 the UA Range Resources Division became the
third program ever accredited by the Society for Range Management.
The accreditation was based on a thorough review of the scope and
depth of the curriculum, quality and competence of faculty and stu-
dents, research and extension activities, and facilities for teaching.
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On a field trip to the U.S. Plant Materials
Center in Tucson, students in Dr. Gilbert
Jordan's range improvement class learn
about plants being tested for use in Arizona.
From left: students Virginia Yazzie and
Ahmed Elmi, and farm superintendent
Henry Pallanes of the U.S. Soil Conservation
Service.
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By Dr. Dave A. Bryant
Range Resources

UA team rides with rancher Stuart Anderson
to help evaluate conditions on his ranch in
pinyon - juniper rangeland east of Kingman.

From left: Mohave County Extension Agent
Rob Grumbles, Anderson, extension

specialists Ed LeViness and Dave Bryant.
(Photos by Ted Bundy.)

UA Encourages Cooperation
In Use of Public Rangeland

Since 1977 the University of Arizona's range management extension
effort has focused on the need for better communication and cooper-
ation among range users - primarily rancher permittees -and regulatory
agency personnel. Arizona has had a long history of rancher -agency dis-
agreement and conflict. Recent allotment management planning efforts
for public rangelands have rekindled many of the old fires of dissension
and emphasized the need for improved cooperation.

The range extension program has been built around a series of state-
wide range management workshops for range users and regulatory
agency personnel. UA range specialists have also given individual as-
sistance to ranchers and agency personnel.

The UA Cooperative Extension Service has sponsored more than 60
range management workshops, short courses or field tours through-
out Arizona since 1977. The 33 workshops in a three -phase effort have
drawn an average attendance of 30 participants. Thirty range manage-
ment tours, field days and short courses have supplemented the work-
shops, and have had 50 to 300 participants each. In all, more than
3,500 people have attended Arizona extension range management
programs since 1977.

Phase I workshops focused on range evaluation methods used by
federal agencies and aimed to improve communication between ranch-
ers and agencies. At most workshops, Forest Service or BLM represen-
tatives explained their mapping techniques. UA range specialist Phil
Ogden or livestock specialist Ed LeViness showed ways to measure
forage production and use. Range specialist Dave Bryant told how to
evaluate range condition and tell whether it is improving or declining.
John Stair, UA extension wildlife specialist, explained the importance
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of riparian habitat, such as streamsides and wet areas, and told how to
evaluate riparian areas. Most of the Phase I workshops included a
second day for hands -on field exercises. Local county extension agents
participated in workshops in all three phases.

Phase II, begun in 1979, was a self -help program for public land per -

mittees. These workshops encouraged permittees to take the initiative
in designing and implementing the management plan for their own
grazing allotments. Bryant and agency representatives told participants
what types of information are helpful in compiling a plan acceptable
to land management agencies. Such information includes records of
plant, livestock and wildlife populations, records of weather, photos to
document long -term trends in range appearance, and written ideas for
managing the allotment. LeViness and Ogden described ways to get
maximum grazing capacity and Stair spoke about wildlife concerns.

Phase III workshops started in January 1980. They have focused on
the livestock management aspects of allotment management planning,
with presentations by extension specialists, local county agents and
agency representatives. These workshops have included information
about cattle dietary requirements, plants poisonous to cattle, and eval-
uation of cattle diets by fecal analysis.

The workshops' encouragement of permittee involvement in allot-
ment management planning led to the establishment of the UA Public
Rangelands Coordinating Committee in 1979. This committee provided
special assistance for developing allotment management plans that rec-
ognize the responsibilities of the agencies as well as the needs of
ranchers and other user groups. Requests from several counties' Cooper-
ative Extension advisory
additional work in this area. The committee included an extension
agent from each county and eight UA specialists in range -related
fields.

The coordinating committee evolved into the Arizona Range Task
Force in January 1981. This group encompasses the work of the three -
member UA Range Research Task Force described elsewhere in this
issue, but also coordinates all other range -related research and
educational efforts of the university. It continues to give objective,
professional help to range users and agencies. Workshops and other ed-
ucational programs about range management also continue.

More than 50 individual requests for range management assistance
have been received from ranchers and agencies since 1979. Extension
assistance has been offered to fit the needs in each case. In some, uni-
versity specialists have ridden over allotments with agency personnel
and ranchers to evaluate range condition, trend and utilization. When
appropriate, they have offered recommendations about grazing systems,
nutritional supplementation and herd improvement. Most cases have
also included help with developing a written management plan.

From the sites where assistance has been requested, 10 demonstra-
tion ranches have been selected for intensive monitoring and study.
The ranches selected represent a cross section of geographic areas,
vegetation types, land ownership patterns, economic constraints and
management possibilities. This demonstration ranch program will
provide Arizonans with an opportunity to view range management in
action in their local communities. Tours, field days and publications
will highlight demonstration ranch management programs.

Agent Grumbles and rancher Anderson
check a newly placed rain gauge.
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By Del W. Despain, Dr. Jimmy T.
LaBaume and John A. Tanaka

Range Research Task Force

Photographs: The UA Range Re-
search Task Force has set up long-

term monitoring plots to check range
condition on Patsy Haydon's ranch

near Florence. At left, task force
member John Tanaka (standing)

and Steve Cassady of the U.S. Soil
Conservation Service list the plant

species present in a measured sampl-
ing area. At right, UA range special-
ist Phil Ogden and Haydon identify

a grass sample. (Photos by Guy Web-
ster.)

New Task Force
Attacks Range Problems

To supplement range management research and extension efforts
of the University of Arizona, the Arizona State Legislature in 1980
authorized a five -year project to evaluate current range management
practices and to conduct applied research on current problems related
to Arizona rangelands. A three -member Range Research Task Force
(RRTF) was appointed to carry out the project. The RRTF functions
under the auspices of the university's Division of Range Resources.

During its first year, the RRTF has participated in the develop-
ment of allotment management plans for some 15 ranches or por-
tions of them. Its role has varied from help in monitoring vegetation to
the development and implementation of grazing programs and range im-
provements for individual allotments. The RRTF tries to ensure the full
cooperation and participation of ranch owners and managers and ap-
propriate government agencies. Several allotments continue to be
jointly monitored by RRTF, ranch and agency personnel to track the
effectiveness of management plants and to help identify research needs.

Government Agency Interactions
In addition to working with government agencies in allotment

management planning and applied research, the RRTF has also filled
requests from various agencies for input into agency procedures and
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policies and for critical review of public documents. Included have been
reviews of environmental impact statements, analyses of procedures for
setting stocking rates on public lands, and input into rangeland vegeta-
tion monitoring procedures and policies.

One task force member participates on the Arizona Bureau of
Land Management (BLM) Monitoring Committee, an interagency group
that reviews new and proposed range monitoring policies and proce-
dures of the BLM. RRTF members are also working with agency per-
sonnel in the proper application of monitoring techniques recently
adopted by the BLM in Arizona and by the State Land Department.

One of the principal keys to successful natural resource manage-
ment is coordinated planning among all parties concerned, including the
land users. The framework for coordinated planning has been establish-
ed in Arizona. The RRTF is investigating the state -of- the -art of coordi-
nated planning in Arizona as it relates to range management, with parti-
cular interest in the role of the principal land user, the rancher.

RRTF members are cooperating with the Arizona Interagency
Executive Group in the coordinated planning system. This group in-
cludes administrators of the various resource agencies operating in the
state and of the Arizona Association of Conservation Districts. RRTF
members are also working with some local coordinated planning efforts.

Applied Research

Through these activities the RRTF has identified several research
needs on Arizona rangelands. The task force is conducting specific
research projects to help meet some of these needs. Some of this re-
search is funded or aided by public agencies or institutions.

RRTF research involves such projects as:
Evaluating the sensitivity of rangeland monitoring techniques
to change and variability over time
Monitoring prescribed burns and seedings on pinyon juniper
ranges
Observing the effectiveness of fuelwood harvesting followed by
chemical treatment as a means of alligator juniper control
Aerial assessment of semiarid rangelands
Using goats to control mesquite, catclaw and creosote bush
Studying the impact of elk grazing on deferred rotation graz-
ing systems
Testing grass and shrub species for revegetation of abandoned
farm and similar lands in Arizona.

Many of these and other research projects are located on ranches
where RRTF has helped with allotment management planning.

Although it has existed for little more than a year, the UA Range
Research Task Force is already established as one of the primary rep-
resentatives of the university in rangeland management concerns
throughout Arizona. The task force will continue to cooperate with
range management interests in seeking to provide information through
research and education to help solve range problems and improve the
management of Arizona's rangelands.
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By Dr. Lawrence Witt and Dr. Jimmye
S. Hillman, Agricultural Economics

Photograph: Roundup chute at Arsenic
Tubs. (Photo by Ted Bundy.)

Public Decisions Will
Affect Range Future

The preceding articles describe some challenges involved in man-
aging public rangeland for multiple uses and some advances being made
in the understanding and manipulation of range ecology. These ad-
vances will affect the way public rangelands are used and managed in
the future. Another set of factors will also affect these lands' future:
the decisions reached on several important public policy issues.

Who should control the way public lands are used? The Sagebrush
Rebellion, supported by the Arizona Legislature over the governor's
veto, has spotlighted this question. It seeks to transfer much federally
owned land into state owned land.

What objectives should be pursued in the management of public
lands? How strong should local permittees' or lessees' role be in man-
agement? These questions are more basic than deciding which government
should own the land. They must be resolved whether or not more feder-
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al land is made state land. However, consideration of an ownership
change adds to the immediacy of these questions because Arizona's
present state lands differ from federal lands both in purpose and in
management pattern. State lands are operated as trust lands to raise
money for public schools, universities and other beneficiaries specified
in the state constitution. National Forests and federal land administer-
ed by the Bureau of Land Management are mandated for multiple uses,
including non -money- making uses. In fact, BLM and the Forest Service
each spend in Arizona more than three times what they receive in the
state from leases, permits, sales and other income.

Some recent history of public rangelands policy helps put current
issues in context. The Federal Land Policy and Management Act
(FLMPA) of 1976 declared that BLM lands would continue to be
federally owned, thus ending an old assumption that this public domain
would eventually pass into private ownership. That act directed BLM
to manage these lands for long -term, multiple use, similar to the man-
date set earlier for national forests.

FLPMA and the National Forest Management Act of the same
year required changes in the land use planning methods used by both
BLM and the Forest Service. The new methods developed since 1976
seek wider public participation and consider a wider choice of alterna-
tives. A successful suit brought by the National Resources Defense
Council and other parties has resulted in a requirement for BLM plan-
ning to include formal environmental impact statements. The agencies'
new procedures have often affected specific allotment management
plans by setting new limits on forage allocation and shifting emphasis
from livestock to other uses. Many of the plans completed by each
agency so far allow fewer livestock animals than previous permits did.
Grazing fees for federal land have been increased, with new shares set
aside for range improvement work and for payments to county govern-
ments in lieu of property tax.

Also in the past five years, wilderness and mining uses of federal
lands have been advanced. Millions of acres of federal land in Arizona
and other states have been evaluated as possible wilderness areas. A
wilderness designation does not rule out livestock grazing, but hinders it
by barring use of motor vehicles and some other management tools.
The designation does prevent mining. Meanwhile, high energy prices
have accelerated exploration and mining for oil, gas and coal in Rocky
Mountain states.

The Sagebrush Rebellion started in Nevada and has spread quickly
to other Western states since 1976. Usually, Sagebrush Rebellion refers
to efforts to transfer some, most or all BLM land to state ownership.
Some proponents also advocate transfer of other federal lands such as
national forests. Some urge futher transfers to local government or pri-
vate ownership. For others, the rebellion's goal has not necessarily been
a change of land ownership, but relief from trends in federal land use
policies that tend to reduce the influence of people living on or near the
land and increase that of environmentalists.

The Arizona Legislature passed a Sagebrush Rebellion bill, SB
1012, in 1980. This bill concentrates on BLM land, specifies a series
of multiple uses, defines the functions of a State Land Commissioner
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Redtail hawk. (Arizona Game and
Fish Department photo by Wally

Breese.)

and Public Lands Board of Review and authorizes payments to counties
if transfer of land ownership reduces federal payments to counties in
lieu of taxes. Apparently, the only possible action under the bill is
initiation of a court case against the U.S. Government, unless Congress
passes complementary legislation to transfer land ownership. Mean-
while, the clamor for a large -scale land transfer has subsided in 1981,
partially due to policies of the new administration perceived as more
lenient toward ranchers.

At the request of State Senator Boyd Tenney, a committee of
University of Arizona faculty members from diverse departments pre-
pared a report earlier this year outlining issues and options related to
legislative consideration of the Sagebrush Rebellion.

One basic issue is how much land the state should seek to acquire.
The economic benefits of reduced federal control may be substantially
less in Arizona than in a number of other western states, and under
some possible options could become negative. In fiscal year 1980, the
Bureau of Land Management collected in Arizona $4.58 million in oil
and mineral leases and sales, $1.37 million in grazing rights and leases,
and $0.87 million in other income. Expenditures in the state were
$3.09 million in receipts from leases returned to the state, $7.61 mil-
lion in payments to counties in lieu of taxes, and $23.38 in other
spending, including salaries. That comes to $27.26 million more spent
than collected. The Forest Service in Arizona in fiscal year 1980 col-
lected $17.1 million in sales and leases, and spent $70.6 million.

BLM receipts are higher in some other states than Arizona. For
example, oil and gas leasing and management for BLM lands in New
Mexico or Wyoming bring in about 100 times as much as in Arizona.
Rangeland management receipts in Arizona are also on the low side
compared with other states.

By leaving a greater share of land management to its lessees, the State
Land Department is able to manage land at less expense than the
federal agencies. It looks after 9.6 million acres with 117 employees
while BLM manages 12.4 million acres in the state with 410 employees.

In view of the management expenses of federal land, the state may
choose to be selective in acquiring federal land rather than seeking a
larger -scale transfer. Under its original terms of statehood, in late 1981
Arizona still had the right to obtain nearly 200,000 acres of BLM land.
About 43,000 acres were transferred to the state in September 1981,
including 13,800 acres for a new Parker townsite and 19,900 acres in
the Rainbow Valley area. With transfer of about 37,000 more acres
expected by the end of 1981, the state will still be due about 137,000
acres going into the new year. BLM expects most of that amount to be
transferred during 1982. Selective acquisition by the state is likely to
favor higher -value land, with potential for development or for mineral,
energy or timber resources, rather than land valued primarily for grazing.

If a larger -scale transfer of federal land is authorized, the state would
have other issues to consider:

Should acquired land be held by the state government, or should
some or all of it be transferred to local governments or private owners?
Terms set by the federal government may limit the state's flexibility in
disposing of any new state land.
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What objectives should be set for the use of any new state land?
Should it be dedicated to the same revenue -producing purpose as exist-
ing state trust lands, or should new lands be operated under new mul-
tiple -use objectives? If guidelines are established for multiple uses, to
what extent would they also apply to existing state trust lands?

Should any new state lands be managed under the present state
system of management by private lease- holders with general supervision
by the state? Again, terms set by the federal government for any large -
scale transfer might dictate more comprehensive and detailed public
planning of land management.

Prospects for a large -scale transfer of federal land to the state have
changed in the past year. The state's acquisition of the remaining
acreage due it under terms of statehood has accelerated. The move-
ment for seeking new authorization for more massive transfers has
lost momentum, however. The primary reason appears to be percep-
tion of a favorable attitude from the Reagan administration toward the
user groups, including ranchers, that have supported the Sagebrush
Rebellion out of frustration with federal management.

Whether or not any additional federal land is transferred to other
ownership, the problem remains that much of the public rangeland in
Arizona is in unsatisfactorily poor condition. According to the 1980
Forest Service report described in Lamar Smith's article in this maga-
zine, less than an eighth of the rangeland in the state is in good or ex-
cellent condition. Much of the remaining seven -eighths is already
improving and is reasonably productive, but still below its potential.

The possible benefits from improved range condition would be
shared by the general population, as consumers of range products;
by specific users of the range, including producers and recreationalists;
and by communities adjacent to rangeland. As William Martin describes
in his article on page 13, consumers and recreationists have an even
larger economic interest in range improvement than ranchers do.

Among the options for financing range improvement are user fees,
perhaps including fees for uses that are now free, and appropriations
from general tax revenues. Both approaches have been increased in
recent years. The Public Rangelands Improvement Act of 1978 author-
ized 20 years of federal investment in range improvement, including
important data -gathering work. Some costs are indirect: when reduced
livestock permit numbers are used to improve range condition, one cost
to the permittee is in reduced capital value of the ranch. In Arizona,
that value averages $1,500 to $2,000 per cow, and is rising.

The issues of the Sagebrush Rebellion, wilderness designations, wild-
life preservation and poor range condition have helped make the public
more aware in recent years of the value of our range resources. With
luck, this awareness will translate in the future into increased efficiency
in land use management and increased support for range improvement.
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Fall roundup at Apache Springs, near
Sunrise, on mountain grassland in mixed -
conifer -aspen forest. (Photo by Ted Bundy.)
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Along Burro Creek,
Cooperation Is the First Step

In early autumn of 1980, rancher Lee Brimhall phoned
Yavapai County Extension Agent Carlton Camp to see if
the University of Arizona could help Brimhall deal with the
Bureau of Land Management.

Brimhall runs a small ranch near Bagdad that includes
the BLM's Burro Creek Allotment. A new environmental
impact statement for the area had proposed halving the
number of cows permitted on that allotment.

Brimhall objected. "That would just destroy this as a
ranch operation," he said this fall.

"The Extension Service has helped agriculture in so
many other ways over the years, I figured I'd give them
a try," he recalled. "They didn't make any promises, just
said that they'd come out and take a look."

County Agent Camp contacted Dr. Dave Bryant, then
head of the UA Public Rangelands Coordinating Committee.
Brimhall, Bryant and Camp, plus BLM Area Manager Roger
Taylor of Kingman and UA Range Research Task Force
member John Tanaka, spent several days in November
1980 examining the allotment together on foot and on
horseback. The low -lying areas along the creekbed were
the major concern.

"It looked to me like an area that had been fairly con-
servatively stocked," said Bryant. "I didn't see any real
damage from livestock." The group did measure signs of
impact from flooding two years earlier and of livestock im-
pact on higher country away from the creek.

They set up some monitoring plots near the creek to
keep track of whether the range condition there improves
or declines in the next few years.

The disagreement between the rancher and the BLM has

not yet been settled, but both parties are pleased with pro-
gress toward a solution.

BLM's Taylor said, "Dave Bryant and John Tanaka
have played a real important role there. They've helped us
clean up our communications problem with the rancher."
Without that help, he said, "We'd still be in the letter -
writing stage with the rancher. We had quite a little cor-
respondence going back and forth through senators and
a congressman, but we weren't really getting anywhere."

Brimhall agreed that the university help had improved
his communication and cooperation with the BLM. He
said he also appreciated some initial recommendations
about rotation grazing, improved trails and placement of
salt blocks. "Maybe we can make a better place of this
than we've been doing," he said.

Another meeting at Burro Creek was planned for late
1981. "We'll be discussing in more detail a grazing system
and management plan for the ranch," said Bryant. Rep-
resentatives from the Audubon Society are to join BLM
and UA people and Brimhall on a survey ride of the allot-
ment to check the monitoring plots near the creek and set
up new ones in uphill areas.

Bryant anticipated that both open communication
and accurate resource information would help in plan-
ning the best use of this piece of public rangeland.

In a move that could benefit other ranches as well,
Brimhall's ranch has been selected by the UA Range Re-
search Task Force as a demonstration ranch. Tanaka is
studying the effect of grazing on the regeneration of the
trees and other vegetation along the creek that were dam-
aged by flooding.
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